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Abstract 
A recurring question arises when trying to characterize, by means of measurements or 
theoretical calculations, the zenithal night sky brightness throughout a large territory: 
how many samples per square kilometer are needed? The optimum sampling distance 
should allow reconstructing, with sufficient accuracy, the continuous zenithal 
brightness map across the whole region, whilst at the same time avoiding unnecessary 
and redundant oversampling. This paper attempts to provide some tentative answers 
to this issue, using two complementary tools: the luminance structure function and the 
Nyquist-Shannon spatial sampling theorem. The anaysis of several regions of the 
world, based on the data from the New world atlas of artificial night sky brightness 
(Falchi et al 2016, Sci. Adv. 2, e1600377) suggests that, as a rule of thumb, about one 
measurement per square kilometer could be sufficient for determining the zenithal 
night sky brightness of artificial origin at any point in a region to within ±0.1 
magV/arcsec2 (in the root-mean-square sense) of its true value in the Johnson-Cousins 
V band. The exact reconstruction of the zenithal night sky brightness maps from 
samples taken at the Nyquist rate seems to be considerably more demanding. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The night sky brightness in vast regions of the world is significantly higher than its 
expected natural value (Cinzano et al. 2005; Kyba 2015; Bará 2016; Falchi et al. 2016, 
2016b), due to atmospheric scattering of visible photons emitted by artificial light 
sources. This is one of the most conspicuous manifestations of light pollution, a generic 
term that encompasses the unwanted consequences of the present way of using 
artificial light. Significant efforts have been devoted in recent years to model and 
quantify this phenomenon (Garstang 1986; Cinzano et al. 2001; Cinzano & Elvidge 
2004; Kocifaj 2007; Cinzano & Falchi 2012; Kyba et al. 2012; Aubé 2015; Aubé et al. 
2016; Kocifaj 2016; Ribas et al. 2016; Solano-Lamphar & Kocifaj 2016), as well as to 
evaluate the effects of artificial light at night on the environment (Longcore & Rich 
2004; Rich & Longcore 2006; Navara & Nelson 2007; Hölker et al. 2010, 2010b; Gaston 
et al. 2013, 2014). 
 Several radiometric magnitudes can be used to characterize the night sky 
brightness (NSB), and to evaluate its departure from the expected natural conditions at 
any given site. The most comprehensive description is provided by the spectral 
radiance (in Wm−2sr−1nm−1), specified for all directions of the sky hemisphere above 
the observer and for all wavelengths of the optical spectrum. The measurement of the 
spectral radiance, however, requires using relatively complex and expensive 
equipment (e.g. sequential spectrometers or all-sky hyperspectral cameras), and this 
has precluded its generalized use in field conditions. A techically simpler but still highly 
useful approach is provided by all-sky imaging in the Johnson-Cousins B, V and R bands 
(Duriscoe et al. 2007; Rabaza et al. 2010; Aceituno et al. 2011; Falchi 2011), or by 
conventional DSLR RGB imagery (Kolláth 2010, Jechow et al. 2017). The all-sky 
photopic brightness evaluated in the V(λ) band or, as an approximation, in the 
Johnson-Cousins V, allows one to calculate a relevant set of visual parameters at the 
observer's site (Duriscoe 2016).   
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 The zenithal NSB, despite having a considerably smaller information content than 
the all-sky distributions described above, is widely used nowadays to characterize the 
anthropogenic disruption of the natural night. This is partly due to the widespread 
availability of low-cost detectors that enable its straightforward measurement, by 
professional and citizen scientists alike, in many countries of the world (Pun & So 2012; 
Espey & McCauley 2014; Puschnig et al. 2014, 2014b; den Outer at al. 2015; Kyba 
2015; Bará 2016; Zamorano et al. 2016; Ges et al., 2017). Mapping the zenithal NSB in 
large territories is interesting for a wide range of studies, including the validation of 
numerical models of light pollution propagation through the atmosphere. Several 
research groups have measured the zenithal night sky brightness in dense grids across 
extended regions, in order to elaborate continuous light pollution maps (Spoelstra & 
Schmidt, 2010; Fersch & Walker, 2012; Ribas et al., 2015; Sánchez de Miguel, 2016;  
Ribas, 2017; Zamorano et al., 2016). 
 The zenithal NSB at any observing site is not a fixed number, but a highly variable 
physical magnitude that depends on the changing state of the atmosphere (most 
notably on the aerosol concentration profile and on the presence and type of clouds), 
on the deterministic evolution of the emissions from artificial light sources located in a 
region that may be hundreds of km wide, and on the natural sources located above the 
observer (celestial objects in the zenithal region of the sky, and natural airglow). Under 
a layered atmosphere with constant conditions the zenithal NSB varies from site to site 
due to the change in the relative position of the observer with respect to the artificial 
sources, as well as to the particular distribution of obstacles that may block the 
atmospheric light propagation along certain paths. The zenithal NSB at neighbouring 
locations, however, tends to be partially correlated, since the scattering at any 
elementary volume of the air column above each observer involves multiple 
superposition integrals of the radiances emitted by a shared set of artificial sources. 
The question arises, then, of what is the maximum permissible distance between 
adjacent measurements in a given territory, in order to ensure that after a suitable 
mathematical processing a reasonably accurate reconstruction of the true zenithal 
night sky brightness can be achieved for every location. 
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 Some tentative answers to this issue are explored in this paper, based on the 
analysis of the luminance structure function and on the spatial version of the Nyquist-
Shannon sampling theorem, whose definition and properties are briefly described in 
Section 2. To get some insight about the expected order of magnitude of the optimal 
sampling distance, both methods are applied in Section 3 to the zenithal NSB 
distributions in several regions of the world, whose artificial component has been 
estimated by Falchi et al. in The new world atlas of artificial night sky brightness (Falchi 
et al. 2016, 2016b), henceforth referred to as the NWA. The analysis performed for the 
artificial component of the zenithal NSB in Section 3.1. is extended to the total one in 
Section 3.2., and the differences and similarities between the two cases are pointed 
out. As a result, some practical consequences can be extracted regarding the optimum 
sampling distance under a variety of situations. The significance and limitations of this 
study are addressed in Section 4, and Conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
 
2. Methods  
 
The methods described in this section can be equally applied to the artificial 
component of the night sky brightness or to the total, including the contribution of 
natural sources such as celestial bodies and atmospheric airglow. Quantitative results 
for each case will be presented in Section 3. 
 
2.1. The zenithal sky brightness spatial structure function 
Let ( )rL  be the zenithal night sky brightness recorded by an observer located at the 
point r  in a given geographical region. "Sky brightness" is a short-hand term for the 
integral over wavelengths of the spectral radiance at the entrance of the detector, 
weighted by the spectral filter function of the photometric band in which the 
observations are carried out, e.g. the Johnson-Cousins V (Bessell 1979), or the CIE 
scotopic V'(λ) or photopic V(λ) bands (CIE 1990). When the weighting function is the 
spectral efficacy of the human visual system for the appropriate level of luminance 
adaptation (photopic or scotopic), the resulting sky brightness can be expressed in SI 
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luminance units of cd/m2, equivalent to lx/sr. Otherwise, and according to the SI 
recommended practice, its value is given in weighted Wm−2sr−1, specifying the 
measurement band. 
 The NSB has a wide dynamic range, and it is often conveniently expressed in the 
negative logarithmic scale of magnitudes per square arcsecond (magV/arcsec2). The 
weighted radiance L  in the Johnson-Cousins V band and its value m in magV/arcsec2 
can be approximately related by (Bará 2016):   
[ ] ( )mL 4.012 101.158srWm −−− ×= ,    (1) 
as can be deduced from the associated SI luminance, in cd/m2, which is conventionally 
estimated as (Garstang 1986; Kyba 2015; Bará 2016; Sánchez de Miguel et al. 2017)  
[ ] ( )mL 4.042 10108.10cd·m −− ××= .    (2) 
Eq. (1) results from dividing Eq. (2) by the 683 lm/W scale factor that accounts for the 
maximum luminous efficacy of the optical radiation for photopically adapted eyes. 
Note, however, that Eqs. (1) and (2) are only approximate, because the Johnson-
Cousins V and the CIE photopic V(λ) bands are not strictly equivalent (Sánchez de 
Miguel et al. 2017). 
 When moving from r  to a neighbouring place drr +=' , the zenithal NSB ( )rL  
changes to ( )'rL . The difference ( ) ( )rdr LL −+  generally depends on r  and d , and 
shall be evaluated on a case by case basis. However, some insights about its expected 
behaviour can be obtained by computing the spatial average of its squared value over 
an extended area, S . The result is the zenithal sky brightness spatial structure 
function, defined in energy or luminance units as 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]∫∫ −+=−+=
S
L LLS
LLD rrdrrdrd 222 d1 ,  (3) 
where yxddd2 =r  is the surface element in S , and the brackets denote spatial 
averaging. If the zenithal brightness data are available as an array of finite-sized spatial 
pixels, the integral in Eq. (3) becomes a finite sum. Note that Eq. (3) can equivalently 
be written as: 
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( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( ) ( )rdrrdrd LLLLDL +−++= 222 ,    (4) 
whose last term is the zenithal sky brightness spatial correlation function 
( ) ( ) ( )rdrd LLBL += . In the limit of very large averaging areas (i.e., those whose 
linear dimensions are very large compared with the modulus of d ), we have 
( )[ ] ( )[ ] 222 LLL σ==+ rdr , where 2Lσ  is the mean squared value of ( )rL  in S . 
Consequently, for large S , the spatial structure and correlation functions are related 
by 
( ) ( )dd LLL BD 22 2 −= σ .    (5) 
 The spatial structure function can also be defined for the zenithal night sky 
brightness expressed in magV/arcsec2 units, ( )rm ,  as 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]2rdrd mmDm −+= .   (6) 
Equations similar to Eqs. (4)-(5) immediately follow, after substituting m  for L .  
 The expected change of the zenithal sky brightness as the observers move from 
their initial observing place r  to a new position drr +='  can be estimated (in the rms 
sense) by the square roots of ( )dLD  and ( )dmD . Both functions have zero value for 
0d = , and tend to increase, albeit not necessarily in a monotonic way, for increasing 
values of the distance d=d . Note that, generally, the change in brightness does not 
only depend on d , but also on the displacement direction ddd =ˆ , where the symbol 
^ stands for "unit vector". The function ( )dLD  provides the expected rms brightness 
change in absolute, energy-related, light units cd/m2 or weighted Wm−2sr−1. ( )dmD , 
in turn, gives us the relative change in magV/arcsec2, that is, as −2.5 times the 
logarithm of the ratio of the final to the initial brightness.  
 Whether to use one or another function for estimating the maximum sampling 
distance depends on the way of specifying the desired reconstruction accuracy goals. 
( )dLD  is the function of choice when the tolerance threshold γ (the maximum 
allowed rms difference between the measured and true brightness at the 
intermediante area between sampling points) is expressed in cd/m2 or Wm−2sr−1. 
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( )dmD  shall be used, in turn, if the tolerance is expressed as a maximum allowed 
relative error, e.g. ±0.1 magV/arcsec2. Once the goal is specified, the optimum sampling 
distance sd  can be chosen as the value of d  at which the square root of the 
corresponding structure function attains the desired threshold. Note that sd  will 
generally depend on the displacement direction dˆ . A conservative, uniform, and 
relatively small value of sd  may be adopted for all displacement directions, or a 
different value ( )dˆsd  may be used for each direction if some information about the 
spatial distribution of the zenithal night sky brightness, or the artificial sources that 
produce it, is available a priori. 
 
B. The spatial spectrum of the zenithal sky brightness and the Nyquist-Shannon 
sampling theorem 
The classical version of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (Papoulis 1981) states 
that a spectrally band-limited time signal ( )tf  can be exactly reconstructed from a 
discrete set of samples, ( )ntf , taken at periodic times separated by a fixed interval sτ  
(that is, at son ntt τ+= , with arbitrary ot , and n  integer), as far as ( )ss ντ 21≤ , where 
sν  is the maximum temporal frequency (Hz) present in the signal spectrum. The 
limiting time interval ( )ss ντ 21=  is known as the Nyquist sampling rate. The 
reconstruction of the original signal from this discrete set of samples is carried out by a 
low-pass filtering of the spectrum of the sampled signal, followed by an inverse Fourier 
transform to go back to the time domain. The net result of these operations is 
equivalent to interpolating the signal between samples by using a set of scaled 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]nsnsn ttttt −−= πνπν 22sinsinc  functions centered at the sampling points 
(Papoulis 1981). The most interesting feature of this theorem is that this interpolation 
does not merely approximate the values of the function between measurement points, 
but provides an exact reconstruction of ( )tf  (noise propagation aside) for all values of 
t . 
 The Nyquist-Shannon theorem in the one-dimensional time domain can be easily 
extended to spaces of higher dimension. A classical two-dimensional formulation was 
developed fifty years ago for applications in the field of coherent optics (Papoulis 1981, 
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Goodman 1996). Adapted to our present issue, let us define the two-dimensional 
spectrum ( )νΛ  of ( )rL  as the Fourier transform: 
( ) ( ) ( ) rrνrν 2d2exp ⋅−=Λ ∫∫
∞
πiL ,    (7) 
where ( )yx νν ,=ν  is a vector whose components (units m−1) play a role analogous to 
the time frequency, but now along the two orthogonal dimensions of the inverse space 
domain. The Nyquist-Shannon theorem states that if the function ( )rL  is band-limited, 
that is, if its spectrum ( )νΛ  becomes zero for spatial frequencies maxxx νν >  and 
maxyy νν > , then ( )rL  can be exactly reconstructed at all points of its definition 
domain from a discrete set of samples ( )pqL r  taken at a rectangular grid of points 
( )syosxopq qdypdx ++= ,r , with arbitrary ( )oo yx , , p  and q  integers, as far as 
( ) ( ) ( )( )maxmax 21,21, yxsysx ννdd ≤ . The latter condition states that the spatial 
sampling period along each orthogonal direction shall be smaller than half the inverse 
of the maximum spatial frequency present in the signal spectrum along that direction. 
The exact reconstruction of the original function ( )rL  is carried out, analogously to the 
one-dimensional time case, by a low pass filtering of the spectrum of ( )pqL r  in the 
spatial frequency domain, followed by an inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform 
to go back to the space domain. This is equivalent to using a set of scaled two-
dimensional sinc functions, centered at the sampling points, to exactly interpolate the 
values of ( )rL  between samples. For an optimum sampling scheme, i.e. sampling at 
the Nyquist rate ( ) ( ) ( )( )maxmax 21,21, yxsysx ννdd = , the interpolating functions have 
the form (Goodman 1996): 
 ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]( ) ( )[ ]qpyx
qypx
pq yyxxνν
yyνxxνyx
−−
−−
=
maxmax2
maxmax
4
2sin2sin,sinc
π
ππ ,   (8) 
 Analogous expressions and results can be obtained for the Fourier transform pair 
formed by ( )rm  and its spatial spectrum, ( )νΜ , related by Eq. (7) after the 
appropriate substitution of symbols. 
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3. Results 
 
3.1. Artificial zenithal NSB 
In order to get some insight about the optimal sampling distance in areas with 
different artificial light source distributions, we selected four 720x720 km2 regions of 
the world and read the predicted values of their artificial zenithal night sky brightness 
from the NWA floating point dataset (Falchi et al. 2016, 2016b). Fig. 1 shows the 
corresponding brightness maps, displayed in magV/arcsec2 units, to help visualizing the 
large dynamic range of the signal. From left to right and top to bottom, the selected 
regions are centered in Santiago de Compostela (Galicia, Spain), Berlin (Germany), the 
Joshua Tree National Park (USA), and Swan Hill (Australia). These areas have different 
mixes of highly populated cities, rural nuclei, extended oceanic waters and relatively 
unpopulated lands. As it would be anticipated, their average zenithal night sky 
brightnesses are very different, depending on the intensity and spatial distribution of 
the artificial light sources. The average values of the artificial component of the 
zenithal NSB in the central 74x74 km2 part of these regions, separately computed in 
absolute and relative units, are: Santiago de Compostela (0.29 mcd/m2, 21.7 
magV/arcsec2), Berlin (0.61 mcd/m2, 21.1 magV/arcsec2), Joshua Tree Nat. Park (0.17 
mcd/m2, 23.5 magV/arcsec2), and Swan Hill (0.004 mcd/m2, 27.6 magV/arcsec2). 
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Figure 1: Artificial zenithal night sky brightness ( )rm  in four regions of the world, according to 
the NWA estimates (Falchi et al. 2016, 2016b). Colour scale in magV/arcsec2. Each region is 
about 720x720 km2, and their centers are located at (a) Upper left: Santiago de Compostela, 
Galicia, Spain (42.8° N, 8.5° W); (b) Upper right: Berlin, Germany (52.5° N, 13.4° E); (c) Lower 
left: Joshua Tree National Park, California, USA (33.9° N, 115.9° W);  (d) Lower right: Swan Hill, 
Australia (35.5° S, 143.6° E).   
 
 Fig. 2 displays the values of ( )dLD  versus the displacement d, along the 
orthogonal latitude and longitude axes, for the central 74x74 km2 area of the four 
regions depicted in Fig. 1. Positive values of d correspond to displacements towards 
the South (blue), and East (red), respectively. As expected, the absolute brightness 
differences for a given value of the displacement are widely different from one region 
to another. Note also that the absolute value of the slope of ( )dLD  tends to decrease 
with the absolute displacement. For very large displacements the structure function is 
expected to saturate: when d is sufficiently large in comparison with the correlation 
length of the zenithal sky brightness, the correlation function ( )dLB  tends to the 
squared average of the brightness, 2L , and hence, according to Eq. (5), the structure 
function tends to a constant value, equal to ( )222 LL −σ . 
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 Fig. 3 displays the expected rms change in brightness in relative magV/arcsec2 
units, ( )dmD . The behaviour, in this case, is remarkably similar for all four sites: the 
slope of ( )dmD  for small values of d is approximately equal to 0.1 magV/arcsec2 per 
km in each case. Of course, the fact that ( )dmD  has some definite value does not 
mean that all pixels experience this precise amount of change. Fig. 4 shows the 
cumulative histogram of the changes in magnitude that a set of observers would 
record after traveling 1 pixel (0.927 km) southwards, evaluated in the central 74x74 
km2 area of the maps in Fig. 1. Each analyzed region presents a particular histogram 
signature, with about 69%-87% of adjacent pixels having an absolute brightness 
difference smaller than 0.1 magV/arcsec2. 
 Figs. 5 and 6 show the spectral power densities ( )2νΛ  and ( )2νΜ  of the zenithal 
night sky brightness maps ( )rL  and ( )rm  expressed in absolute and relative units,  
respectively, taken along two orthogonal axes (longitude and latitude). The maximum 
spatial frequency contained in these maps is equal to one half the inverse spatial pixel 
size, that is max,yν =0.54 km−1 along the latitude axis and max,xν =0.54/cosφ km
−1 along 
the longitude axis, where φ  is the latitude. The inspection of these figures does not 
allow to identify a well-definite spatial cut-off frequency beyond which the spectra 
become identically zero. This suggests that the Nyquist sampling rate for the zenithal 
night sky brightness distribution will likely be higher than one sample per km.  
 Although the spatial spectra in Fig. 5 and 6 do not become strictly zero within the 
displayed frequency range, their relative values for spatial frequencies larger than 
~0.25 km−1 are quite small. This means that these high-frequency harmonic 
components contribute in a minor amount to the zenithal NSB, and it suggests that an 
approximate reconstruction of the zenithal NSB map of the regions under study could 
be obtained by sampling at points separated by ~2 km. Note that this period is larger 
than the expected Nyquist sampling rate (the signal is undersampled), so the Nyquist-
Shannon theorem does not strictly apply and no exact reconstruction of the brightness 
between samples is to be expected. However, an approximate reconstruction may be 
useful for many practical purposes. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the approximate 
reconstruction of a zenithal sky brightness map from an undersampled signal. Fig. 7(a) 
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shows the central 74x74 km2 part of the region around Santiago de Compostela. Fig. 
7(b) shows the brightness samples taken at about every 2 km along the orthogonal 
latitude/longitude axes. Due to the discrete pixel structure of the map, the actual 
sampling periods are 1.85 km (2 pixels) along the latitude (vertical) axis and 2.04 km (3 
pixels) along the longitude (horizontal) one. Note that for the purposes of this 
calculation these samples are assumed to be taken not only in the restricted 74x74 
km2 area, but across the whole region displayed in Fig. 1 (top left). Fig. 7(c) shows the 
modulus of the Fourier spectrum of the sampled signal (whole region). This spectrum 
was subsequently multiplied in the spatial frequency domain by a two-dimensional 
super-Gaussian filter ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]{ }88, exp ycyxcxyxG νννννν +−= , with xcν =0.25 km−1 and 
ycν =0.27 km−1, Fig. 7(d), and the result, Fig. 7(e), was transformed back to the spatial 
domain by an inverse Fourier transform, Fig. 7(f). The final result closely ressembles 
the actual brightness distribution although, under close inspection, it can be seen that 
the smallest features become somewhat blurred and some degree of detail is lost, due 
to undersampling. The root mean squared difference between the original and the 
reconstructed map in this central area is 0.0016 magV/arcsec2, although individual 
pixels may show substantially larger differences, in the range (-0.33, 0.23) 
magV/arcsec2. 
 Note that this reconstruction was carried out making use of the samples taken in a 
region substantially wider than the one shown in Fig. 7(b). Since the filtering procedure 
described above is equivalent to interpolating the samples with two-dimensional sinc 
functions centered at the sampling points, restricting the sampling domain to the small 
region shown in Fig. 7(b) would give rise to a highly inaccurate reconstruction at the 
rim of the image, for want of the required contributions from neighbouring points 
outside this border.  
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Figure 2: ( )dLD , the square root of the artificial luminance structure function in mcd/m
2, 
versus the displacement d in km, evaluated in the central 74x74 km2 area of the four regions 
depicted in Fig. 1. The function is shown for displacements along two orthogonal axes, latitude 
and longitude. Positive values of d correspond to displacements towards the South (blue), and 
East (red), respectively. Note that the expected rms change in absolute brightness for any 
given displacement strongly depends on the typical brightness levels of each region. 
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Figure 3: ( )dmD , the square root of the artificial luminance structure function in 
magV/arcsec2, versus the displacement d in km, evaluated in the central 74x74 km2 area of the 
four regions depicted in Fig. 1. Positive values of d correspond to displacements towards the 
South (blue), and East (red), respectively. Note that the expected rms change in magV/arcsec2 
for small displacements is fairly similar in the four areas, irrespective of the absolute 
brightness of each one. An rms change of 0.1 magV/arcsec2 is consistently achieved for 
displacements of order ~1 km in all four cases. 
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Figure 4: Cumulative histogram of the changes in artificial brightness after travelling one pixel 
southwards (0.927 km), evaluated in the central 74x74 km2 area of the four regions depicted in 
Fig. 1. Nm is the number of pixels (in %) that change their brightness by an absolute amount 
smaller than the value indicated in the horizontal axis, binned in 0.05 magV/arcsec2 intervals.  
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Figure 5: Spatial spectral power density ( )2νΛ  along two orthogonal directions (the local 
latitude and longitude axes) of the artificial sky brightness distribution ( )rL  (mcd/m2) in the 
four regions displayed in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 6: Spatial spectral power density ( )2νΜ  along two orthogonal directions (the local 
latitude and longitude axes) of the artificial sky brightness distribution ( )rm  (magV/arcsec2) in 
the four regions displayed in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 7:  Sampling and reconstruction of the continuous artificial zenithal NSB distribution 
( )rm , in the 720x720 km2 region centered at Santiago de Compostela (42.8° N, 8.5° W), using 
the Nyquist-Shannon theorem. (a) Artificial zenithal night sky brighntess ( )rm  computed from 
the luminances of the NWA floating point dataset; (b) Samples of the previous map taken 
about every 2 km in the North-South and East-West directions (see text for details); (c) 
Modulus of the two-dimensional spectrum (Fourier transform) of the sampled map; (d) Two-
dimensional rectangular low-pass filter with super-Gaussian profile (n=8) in the spatial 
frequency domain; (e) Modulus of the low-pass filtered spectrum of the sampled map;  (f) 
inverse Fourier transform of the low-pass filtered spectrum. The zenithal night sky brightness 
distribution reconstructed from the discrete set of samples closely resembles the original map. 
To facilitate the visualization of the middle and high spatial frequency regions of the spectrum, 
the images (c) and (e) are displayed in a logarithmic scale. In order to discern the individual 
sampling points, in images (a), (b) and (f), only the central 74x74 km2 of the whole region are 
shown. The colourbar is scaled to 1 for the maximum and 0 for the minimum value of each 
individual image. 
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Figure 8: Reconstructed artificial zenithal NSB distributions, ( )rm , using different 
undersampling periods. Upper left: 2 km, the same as in Fig. 7 (f); upper right: 3 km; lower left: 
5 km; lower right: 10 km. The area shown in the images corresponds to the central 74x74 km2 
region around Santiago de Compostela (42.8° N, 8.5° W). Scale in magV/arcsec2. 
 
 
Figure 9:  Histograms of the zenithal NSB reconstruction errors (in magV/arcsec2) due to 
undersampling for the four locations analyzed in this work. Sampling periods: solid circles, 2 
km; solid squares, 3 km; open circles, 5 km; open squares, 10 km.  
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 If the sampling is coarser the accuracy in the reconstruction is expected to 
decrease. Figure 8 displays the retrieved artificial zenithal NSB distributions in the 
74x74 km2 area surrounding Santiago de Compostela for sampling periods 2 km, 3 km, 
5 km, and 10 km, respectively, with minor differences along each axis due to the 
different pixel size. It can be seen that undersampling with a period of 3 km still 
preserves many details of the original distribution shown in Fig 7 (a). Undersampling 
with larger periods, such as 5 and 10 km, gives rise to a noticeably blurring of the 
retrieved features. The error histograms of the reconstructed maps for the whole 
720x720 km2 regions around each observation point are shown in Fig. 9 
 
3.2. Total zenithal NSB 
The total zenithal NSB includes not only the artificial brightness but also the 
contribution of the natural sources, most notably the celestial objects located above 
the observer, expressed in energy or light units (Wm−2sr−1 or cd/m2). The total zenithal 
NSB is a directly measurable physical quantity, and can also be quantitatively 
estimated by adding to the artificial NSB component the brightness of the natural sky 
computed by means of models such as the one developed by Duriscoe (2013). For the 
purposes of this work we will assume a constant natural sky contribution of order 
0.174 mcd/m2, equivalent to 22 magV/arcsec2 (Falchi et al. 2016). Figure 10 displays 
the total zenithal NSB maps of the regions under study, in logarithmic scale. 
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Figure 10: Total zenithal night sky brightness ( )rm  in the four regions of the world analyzed in 
this work, according to the NWA estimates (Falchi et al. 2016, 2016b) with an assumed natural 
sky contribution of 0.174 mcd/m2 (equivalent to 22 magV/arcsec2). Colour scale in 
magV/arcsec2. Each region is about 720x720 km2 wide, and their centers are located at (a) 
Upper left: Santiago de Compostela, Galicia, Spain (42.8° N, 8.5° W; (b) Upper right: Berlin, 
Germany (52.5° N, 13.4° E); (c) Lower left: Joshua Tree National Park, California, USA (33.9° N, 
115.9° W); (d) Lower right: Swan Hill, Australia (35.5° S, 143.6° E).  
 
 Since the natural sky brightness simply adds a constant value in energy or light 
units to the artificial one, the ( )dLD  function remains invariant, and the results 
presented in the previous section directly hold for the total zenithal NSB. Essentially 
the same happens to the Fourier spectrum ( )νΛ  of the total brighness, whose only 
modification is an increase of its value at the origin, corresponding to the null spatial 
frequency ( )0,0=ν , which reflects the average value of the zenithal NSB across the 
geographical region considered. However, if the brightness is expressed in logarithmic 
magV/arcsec2 units this invariance does not hold, due to the non-linearity of that 
brightness scale. This can be seen in the behaviour of the total ( )dmD  function, shown 
in Fig. 11, as well as in the cumulative histogram corresponding to a displacement of 
one pixel southwards, shown in Fig 12. The total magnitude change per km of 
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displacement in direction South is no longer equal in all four regions. As a matter of 
fact, the existence of a minimum level of zenithal NSB, due to the natural sky 
contribution, forces the slope of the ( )dmD  structure function for the total brighness 
to be smaller than the one for the artificial component alone. This effect is of minor 
importance in densely populated regions where the artificial contribution is much 
higher than the natural one (e.g. Santiago de Compostela or Berlin, which show a 
behaviour not unlike the one displayed in Fig. 3, although with smaller values) but 
clearly affects those areas with low levels of artificial light (e.g. Swan Hill).  
 The slices of the spectral power distribution ( )2νΜ  of the total zenithal NSB in 
the four areas under study are displayed in Fig. 13. Again, no clear cut-off frequency is 
apparent from the plots, although the fast decay of the SPD enables an approximate 
reconstruction using a moderate degree of undersamplig, as shown above for the 
artificial zenithal NSB case. Fig. 14 illustrates this possibility, with samples spaced every 
2 km in the Santiago de Compostela region (see Section 3.1. for details).  
 Larger sampling periods will give rise to additional amounts of blurring in the 
estimated total zenithal NSB maps. Figure 15 shows the reconstructed brightness in 
the 74x74 km2 area surrounding Santiago de Compostela for sampling periods 2 km, 3 
km, 5 km, and 10 km, respectively. As in the artificial NSB case, undersampling with a 3 
km period still provides a reasonably good reconstruction of the original distribution, 
shown in Fig 14 (a). The performance is degraded for undersampling of 5 and 10 km. 
The error histograms of the reconstructed maps for the whole 720x720 km2 regions 
around each observation point are shown in Fig. 16. 
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Figure 11: ( )dmD , the square root of the total luminance structure function in magV/arcsec
2, 
versus the displacement d in km, evaluated in the central 74x74 km2 area of the four regions 
depicted in Fig. 1. Positive values of d correspond to displacements towards the South (blue), 
and East (red), respectively. Note that the expected rms change in magV/arcsec2 for small 
values of d is no longer equal in all four areas, and is smaller than the one for the artificial 
component (Fig. 3).  
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Figure 12: Cumulative histograms of the changes in the total brighness after travelling one 
pixel southwards (0.927 km), evaluated in the central 74x74 km2 area of the four regions 
depicted in Fig. 8. Nm is the number of pixels (in %) that change their brightness by an absolute 
amount smaller than the value indicated in the horizontal axis, with 0.05 magV/arcsec2 bins.  
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Figure 13: Spatial spectral power density ( )2νΜ  along two orthogonal directions (the local 
latitude and longitude axes) of the total zenithal sky brightness distribution ( )rm  
(magV/arcsec2) in the four regions displayed in Fig. 8.  
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Figure 14:  Sampling and reconstruction of the continuous total zenithal night sky brightness 
distribution, ( )rm , in the 720x720 km2 region centered at Santiago de Compostela (42.8° N, 
8.5° W) using the Nyquist-Shannon theorem. (a) Total zenithal night sky brightness ( )rm  
computed from the luminances of the NWA floating point dataset, adding the natural sky 
contribution; (b) Samples of the previous map taken every 2 km in the North-South and East-
West directions; (c) Modulus of the two-dimensional spectrum (Fourier transform) of the 
sampled map; (d) Two-dimensional rectangular low-pass filter with super-Gaussian profile 
(n=8) in the spatial frequency domain; (e) Modulus of the low-pass filtered spectrum of the 
sampled map;  (f) inverse Fourier transform of the low-pass filtered spectrum. The zenithal 
night sky brightness distribution reconstructed from the discrete set of samples closely 
resembles the original map. To facilitate the visualization of the middle and high spatial 
frequency regions of the spectrum, the images (c) and (e) are displayed in a logarithmic scale. 
In order to discern the individual sampling points in images (a), (b) and (f), only the central 
74x74 km2 of the region are shown. The colourbar is scaled to 1 for the maximum and 0 for the 
minimum value of each individual image. 
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Figure 15:  Reconstructed total zenithal night sky brightness distributions, ( )rm , for different 
undersampling periods. Upper left: 2 km, the same as in Fig. 14 (f); upper right: 3 km; lower 
left: 5 km; lower right: 10 km. The area shown corresponds to the central 74x74 km2 region 
around Santiago de Compostela (42.8° N, 8.5° W). Scale in magV/arcsec2. 
 
 
Figure 16:  Histograms of the reconstruction errors due to undersampling for the four locations 
analyzed in this work. Sampling periods: Solid circles, 2 km; solid squares, 3 km; open circles, 5 
km; open squares, 10 km.  
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4. Discussion 
The results presented in this work are intended to be a first approximation to the 
problem of determining the optimum sampling distance to retrieve the continuous 
zenithal night sky brightness in a region. Two approaches have been explored. The 
first, based on the behaviour of the spatial structure function, provides what can be 
called a weak reconstruction criterion, that is, a sampling distance that guarantees 
that, in the rms sense, the change in brightness between consecutive sampling points 
will not exceed a given predefined value. According to this criterion, about one 
measurement per square kilometer could be sufficient for determining the artificial 
zenithal night sky brightness at any point of a region to within 0.1 magV/arcsec2 (in the 
root-mean-square sense) of its true value in the Johnson-Cousins V band.  
 The second approach, based on the Nyquist-Shannon spatial sampling theorem, 
provides a strong reconstruction criterion, in the sense that sampling at the Nyquist 
rate guarantees that an exact reconstruction of the true zenithal night sky brightness 
distribution can be obtained for all points of the region. Based on the presently 
available datasets, the precise value of the required Nyquist rate is still unclear, but 
will probably be more than one sample per km. An approximate reconstruction of the 
original brightness can nevertheless be obtained by means of a moderate 
undersampling: the scenarios described in Section 3 using one sample every two or 
three km show the expected performance. Note however that reconstructing a two-
dimensional function using the Nyquist-Shannon approach within a finite domain often 
requires acquiring a huge number of samples in the region surrounding it, which can 
be impractical in many situations. 
 Other reconstruction schemes, in particular least-squares fits of the zenithal NSB 
by different families of orthogonal polynomials whose domain of definition be 
coincident with the region of interest, could prove to be more efficient for retrieving 
the continuous zenithal brightness maps from finite sets of samples. Kriging is also a 
useful technique for estimating continuous spatial distributions from a discrete set of 
measurements (Fersch & Walker, 2012). These approaches, which do not require using 
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uniformly spaced sampling grids, have very interesting features for dealing with this 
problem and deserve further research.  
 Note that the results presented in this paper address the basic question of the 
sampling and reconstruction of the zenithal night sky brightness in extended territories 
under a layered atmosphere with constant atmospheric conditions, as assumed in the 
calculation of The new world atlas of artificial night sky brightness (Falchi et al., 2016). 
The structure functions and the spatial Fourier spectra of the actual zenithal night sky 
brightness distributions have additional degrees of variability, due to the unavoidable 
spatial and temporal inhomogeneities in the aerosol concentration profiles, as well as 
to the changing course of the anthropogenic emissions of light and the natural 
brightness contributed by the celestial bodies located above the observer. Estimating 
the artificial component of the zenithal sky brightness requires subtracting the natural 
component from the measurements, and the resulting values shall be corrected for the 
atmospheric conditions and for the variable time course of the artificial light emissions 
throughout the night. 
 As a final remark, the methods here described can be equally applied to the 
reconstruction of the night sky brightness in any arbitrary direction of the celestial 
hemisphere (not just the zenith), from a discrete set of samples taken in different 
points of the region. The optimum sampling distance does not have to be the same for 
all hemispheric directions, and the minimum of its values should be taken as a 
reference for carrying out theoretical calculations or planning observational field 
campaigns. As previously shown, the all-sky brightness distribution at any given site 
can be reconstructed from a finite number of samples taken in different directions of 
the celestial hemisphere (Bará et al. 2014, 2015, 2015b). An optimum sampling 
scheme, combining directional (across the upper hemisphere in the observer's 
reference frame) and spatial (across the region) measurements may open the way to 
the reconstruction of the all-sky night brightness distribution at any place in the region 
of interest at a lower computational cost. 
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5. Conclusions 
Two different tools were used to determine the optimum sampling distance in order to 
retrieve, with sufficient accuracy, the continuous zenithal night sky brightness map 
across a wide region: the luminance structure function and the Nyquist-Shannon 
spatial sampling theorem. The analysis of sky brightness data for several regions of the 
world suggests that, as a rule of thumb, about one measurement per square kilometer 
could be sufficient for determining the artificial zenithal night sky brightness at any 
point of a region to within ±0.1 magV/arcsec2 (in the root-mean-square sense) of its 
true value in the Johnson-Cousins V band. The exact reconstruction of the zenithal 
night sky brightness map from samples taken at the Nyquist rate seems to be 
considerably more demanding.  
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